Coronavirus Anxiety Workbook
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Introduction
In this unprecedented period of global uncertainty, we felt it was necessary to put together this
workbook to provide our community with much needed support.

• Anxious
• Stressed
• Worried
• Fearful
• Low
• Lonely
• Overwhelmed
• Helpless
• Frustrated
• Guilty
• Angry
immediately calmer.

What Is Stress and Anxiety?

Stress
arises when something we care about is at stake”. Many of us are now in positions where things
that matter to us feel more uncertain, which understandably gives rise to our stress response.

Dr John Arden, author of several books integrating neuroscience and psychotherapy, recently put
forward the term autostress for describing what happens when our body’s stress response goes
“Like autoimmune disorders that hijack the immune system, attacking the body instead of
protecting it, autostress [transforms] the stress response system into something that attacks
the self rather than protecting it.”
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If you
you might continue to feel this way after the virus has passed.

• Chest tightness and feeling like you can’t breathe
• Muscle tension, aches and pains
• Headaches
• Diﬃculty sleeping
• Restlessness and an inability to relax
• Heart palpitations
• Digestive issues
Anxiety

addressing physical symptoms (what we label autostress) and mental symptoms (what we

on threat, uncertainty and negativity.
A
response to stress, it can intensify the stress, and, in worst cases, lead to panic attacks.

Threat Scanning

When your mind searches the environment for what you fear
(consciously or subconsciously). Threat scanning is often associated with
your mind assigning meaning to harmless events.
Examples
• Frequently checking your body for coronavirus symptoms.
• Obsessively checking the news for coronavirus updates.

Catastrophising

When your mind jumps to worst case scenarios, i.e., ‘making a mountain
Examples
• You feel chest tightness and your mind tells you that you have coronavirus
and that your life is in danger.
• Your mind gives you the mental image of losing all the people you love.
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Hypothetical Worry
practical worries.

hypothetical worries instead of

Practical worries concern things you do have control over, and they can
help you be more proactive.
hypothetical worry and spend a lot of time focused on the future instead
of the present.
Examples
• “I know I’m following all the guidelines, but what if I spread the virus?”
• “What if someone gets too close to me at the supermarket and I catch it?”

Emotional Reasoning
Examples
• “I feel scared, so I must be in danger.”
• “I feel guilty, so I must’ve done something wrong.”

Fortune Telling

When your mind interprets predictions as facts.
Examples
• “I’m going to be stuck inside for months on end.”
• “My mental health will keep deteriorating and I’ll have to go back on meds.”

My Unhelpful Thinking Patterns

Stress Resilience Action Plan for preventing and reducing autostress.
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PART ONE
Tools to Help You
Manage Anxiety
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Planning Your Information Diet
and they capitalize on it. Most news sources are negatively biased, sensationalist and speculative

My Current Information Diet
Which information sources are you feeding your mind and how often?

Key Coronavirus Facts

•
•
•

•

•

• After coughing or sneezing
• Before, during and after you prepare food
• Before eating
• After toilet use
• When you get in from the outdoors
• When hands are visibly dirty
• When caring for the elderly or sick
• After handling animals or animal waste

sparingly.
• Maintain a distance of at least 2 metres (6ft) between yourself and anyone who is
coughing or sneezing.
•
after use.
• Avoid touching your eyes, nose and mouth.
•
countertops.
Trusted News Sources

•
•
•
•
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www.hse.ie
www.gov.ie
www.who.int
www.ageaction.ie
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Uplifting News Sources
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
Good News Newsletters
• The Week
•
•
•
• GoodGoodGood
•
Planning My Information Diet
recommend balancing out your information diet with uplifting news sources (as listed above).
Which news sources will you use and when will you read them? How else can you limit your
time on social media)?
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My Spheres of Influence Worksheet
noticing these thoughts and then redirecting your attention to things within your control.
Research shows that when we shift our focus to what we can control, we see meaningful and
control over inside the circle below. Then, note the things you cannot control outside of the
circle, using the table below as inspiration.
Remember: You cannot stop hypothetical worries from occurring, but you can control
your response to them.
Within My Control
Building resilience
Following the latest information and advice
My information diet
My routine
Eating well
Voting and activism

E

M

Y

CO

R
NT

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The news
The state of the healthcare system
Flights and holidays being cancelled
Public transport
Aging
The weather

OL

OU

TS

ID

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Outside My Control

WITHIN MY
CONTROL
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Practical Wisdom for Tolerating Uncertainty
worth reminding ourselves that uncertainty is an inescapable part of life, and the sooner we

Practical Wisdom Resources
Videos
•
•
• Buddhist Widsom For Inner Peace by Einzelgänger
Books and Audiobooks
• Happy by Derren Brown
• Philosophy for Life by Jules Evans
• Meditations by Marcus Aurelius
•
•

30 day free trial

Quotes
• “The greatest obstacle to living is expectancy, which hangs upon tomorrow and loses today. The
whole future lies in uncertainty: live immediately.” – Seneca
• “Ask yourself: Does this appearance (of events) concern the things that are within my own control or
those that are not? If it concerns anything outside your control, train yourself not to worry about it.”
– Epictetus
•
– Marcus Aurelius
• “When I see an anxious person, I ask myself, what do they want? For if a person wasn’t wanting
something outside of their control, why would they be stricken by anxiety?” – Epictetus
• “The universe is change; our life is what our thoughts make it.” – Marcus Aurelius
• “It’s not what happens to you, but how you react to it that matters. When something happens, the
only thing in your power is your attitude toward it; you can either accept it or resent it.” – Epictetus
• “Men are disturbed not by things, but by the view which they take of them.” – Epictetus
• “Don’t demand or expect that events happen as you would wish them do. Accept events as they
actually happen. That way, peace is possible.” – Epictetus
•
things that might still happen. Stay focused on the present situation and ask yourself why it’s so
unbearable and can’t be survived.” - Marcus Aurelius
• “Freedom and happiness are won by disregarding things that lie beyond our control.” – Epictetus

Top Tip

Why not research and create a scrapbook of your favourite practical wisdom quotes?
When you notice your mind spiralling, try reviewing your scrapbook to reduce your anxiety.
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Reducing Anxiety With Thought Challenging

your focus to include the bigger picture.
discover what works best for you.
The ABCDE Technique

Attention –

dialogue. What is your mind telling you?

Believe? – Do not automatically believe your thoughts!
Challenge –

fact or opinion? What might you think if you were feeling calmer?

Discount –
thoughts go.

Explore options – What would be helpful to focus on right now? What options do I have available?
The THINK Technique

True? – Is this thought 100% true? If not, what are the facts, and what is opinion?
Helpful? – Is paying attention to the thought useful to me or others?
Inspiring? –
Necessary? – Is it important for me to focus on the thought? Is it necessary to act on it?
Kind? – Is the thought kind? If not, what would be a kinder thought?
Thought Challenging Tips
• Writing or typing your thought challenging process is more powerful than trying to do it in
(Google Play, iTunes).
•
•

rationally when your emotional brain has taken over. Try defusing your emotions with a
feeling calmer.

Adapted from Carol Vivyan (2006)
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Reducing Anxiety Through Distraction Activities
very attention

more energised, as well as combatting feelings of boredom.
Low activity and social disconnection are the two most fundamental maintaining factors
of low mood, motivation and energy.
To feel better through building up your drive system (see page 8 of our Understanding Your
Mental Wellbeing Guide

1. Browse mindfulness and meditation resources to try

our online guide!
a list of prompts

3. Browse new healthy recipes
that have helped people with their mental health
from Action for Happiness

6. Do the
free online documentaries
8. Watch comedy
9. Play on a trivia or games app

12. Learn how to play a musical instrument
)
mindful colouring sheets
16. Rediscover old music you liked when you were a teenager
18. Make a list of things to save up for
20. Do a free online nutrition course
21.
22. Download Bumble BFF and chat to new people in your area
23. Reorganise or redecorate your living space
jigsaw puzzle
26. Find a new podcast to listen to

29. Make a list of books you want to read this year
CORONAVIRUS ANXIETY WORKBOOK
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craft or DIY project ideas
31. Download Reddit and browse uplifting content such as r/aww and r/humansbeingbros
32. Do a free online drawing class

36. Do a workout video
38. Learn furniture building or upcycling
30 day free trial of Audible and listen to an audiobook
free online coding course
Mental Wellbeing Toolkit
to play games with friends
online book club

activities for your elderly relatives
free online courses (here are some for kids)

TED Talks

61. Do a spring clean
family bonding ideas
indoor kids activities
new board game to play
66. Do

with your kids

dream journal
69. Watch a live opera stream from The Metropolitan Opera
baking
free online course
camping in your backyard
free tools library!
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My Distraction Activities

“Now that I have more free time, I get to...” and
brainstorm your ideas. What opportunities does having more free time bring for you?
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MOTIVATION
FOLLOWS
ACTION.
_

“What assistance can we find in the fight
against habit? Try the opposite!” - Epictetus
If you’ve been inactive and feeling low
for a while, you’ll likely be experiencing
low motivation and energy levels.
You can build up your motivation and
energy by increasing your activity.
Don’t think – just do.
Motivation will follow!
Check out this video on the
opposite action technique
for more guidance.
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PART TWO
Creating Your
Stress Resilience
Action Plan
_
Here are five different methods for
preventing and reducing physical
anxiety symptoms (i.e., autostress).
Choose the practices that appeal
most to you and add them your
Stress Resilience Action Plan.
(The more, the better!)

THE WELLNESS SOCIETY | WWW.THEWELLNESSSOCIETY.ORG
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Starting a Planning Practice
Maintaining structure can work wonders for your mental wellbeing. Routines help you increase
your sense of control and defuse feelings of overwhelm.
Planning Tips
•

Schedule regular breaks.

•

Write a weekly goals list. Identify what you need to do to achieve your weekly goals. Break

•

throughout the day.
Identify 1-3 “Most Important Tasks”.
important and urgent tasks.

•
•
•
•
•

Taking stock of your achievements
can help boost mental wellbeing.
Google Keep..
Try a to do list app.
Experiment with productivity techniques such as
and Eat The
Frog.
Write your daily to do list the night before.
straight away helps increase your productivity. Also, this practice can help you clear your mind

•

Tidy your workspace at the end of the day.
interfere with your ability to focus.
Decide on a regular sleep schedule. When it comes to improving sleep, research suggests
that maintaining a regular sleep schedule is of high importance.
Create an end of work day ritual.

•

Create weekly family traditions.

•

up a family routine here, here and here.
Be kind to yourself.
inner critic, and remind yourself that you can only do the best you can.

•

Notes
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MORNING

AFTERNOON

EVENING

MY WEEKLY GOALS

MONDAY

TUESDAY

THURSDAY
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WEDNESDAY

weekly planner
FRIDAY

SATURDAY

WEEK OF:

SUNDAY

daily planner

DATE:

MOST IMPORTANT TASKS

6AM
7AM
8AM
9AM
NOTES

10AM
11AM
12PM
1PM
2PM
3PM
4PM
5PM
6PM
7PM
8PM
9PM
10PM
11PM
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Starting a Daily Gratitude Practice
“Enjoy the little things. For one day you may look back and realize they were the big
things.” – Robert Brault

•
• Boosting mood
•
• Improving sleep
A simple way to cultivate gratitude is to keep a gratitude log. Each day at a set time in your daily
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Starting a Daily Breathing Practice

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Weakness
Heart pounding and racing
Heart palpitations
Headaches
Feeling sick
Fatigue

These symptoms can appear out of the blue and can also lead to panic attacks.

• Shallow breathing
• Over-breathing

1. Put one hand on your chest, and one on your belly.
2. Breathe for a few seconds. Which hand rises?
3. If it’s your chest, you might have developed a habit of shallow breathing.

to notice your breathing. Focus on breathing through your stomach so that your belly rises when

•
• Hold that breath for a count of two,
•
help people feel calmer within a matter of weeks.

Top Tip

You can use the breathing timer function on the free Stop, Breathe and Think app
to complete your daily breathing practice. They also have a great kids version!
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Improving the Quality of Your Social Connections
How to cultivate connection in a period of isolation?
Stress Resilience Action Plan:
:
:
)

6. Use the video chat app Houseparty to play popular games like trivia and Heads Up! with friends.
8. Browse Meetup.com for events that have been transferred to online.
9. Organise a weekly lunch date with a friend over video chat.
10. Use the
Postable.
Words with Friends app.
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Developing a Regular Exercise Routine
“Walking is man’s best medicine.” - Hippocrates

parts of your brain and body that generate your stress response.

21 minutes three times a week
lives when it becomes a priority.

Here are some ideas. Tick the ones you may be interested in adding to your Stress Resilience
Action Plan:

:
3. Do a free trial of Les Mills at home workouts.

:
:
8. Do this 10 minute home cardio workout
9. Find an outdoor gym to visit.
10. Browse Pinterest for indoor workouts.
jump rope.
12. Invest in a Fitbit to track your progress.

Don’t forget: Motivation follows action!
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Creating Your Stress-Resilience Action Plan

Action Plan on the following page.
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Stress Resilience

My Stress-Resilience
Action Plan
AC T I ON S T E P

WH E N WIL L I DO IT?
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Further Resources
“Don’t be ashamed of needing help. You have a duty to fulfil just like a soldier on the wall
of a battle. So what if you are injured and can’t climb up without another soldier’s help?”
- Marcus Aurelius

There are endless ways to improve your mental wellbeing and an abundance of tools to
support you.
develop skills that will help you for the rest of your life.

• The free online course
as guest)
•
•
•
•

by The Awake
from the ADAA

by Dr Russ Harris
from Psychology

Tools
• The Framework, our deeper dive into understanding, transforming and reducing stress,

• The Mental Wellbeing Toolkit, our comprehensive set of practical tools designed to help you
improve your mental health and wellbeing
• Our online guide to accessing therapy. There are many therapists currently working via
video chat. If you start to feel too overwhelmed emotionally or physiologically, we strongly
encourage you to seek the support of a trained professional
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